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aimed to compare diastolic function, biomarkers representing extracellular matrix activity (MMP9 and TIMP1), inflammation and cardiac hemodynamic stress in patients with the metabolic syndrome and healthy controls. We thank authors for their excellent data and valuable study but some comments may be of beneficial.
Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) play major roles in tissue development, matrix collagen turnover, repair and remodeling [2] [3] [4] [5] . The TIMPs are usually secreted together with variable amounts of their MMPs and regulate MMPs' proteolytic activities by binding tightly to their catalytic sites Expression patterns of MMP9 andTIMP1 (a specific inhibitor of MMP9), are closely correlated with physiological, pathological and micro -environmental processes characterized by the degradation and accumulation of the ECM 3 . A balance between MMP9 and TIMP1 is a major parameter in regulating both the enzyme activation and functionality in the tissue 3-5 . Consequently, MMP9/ TIMP1 ratio could be viewed as a more reliable, useful and determinative marker in the evaluation of their potential prognostic capacities compared with MMP9 and TIMP1 separately. Determining the changes in the ECM balance and activity with a more appropriate method could give a chance to observe the influences on the results more precisely.
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Reply
We appreciate the thoughtful and valuable comments. It is currently known that the balance between metalloproteinase (MMP) and their tissue inhibitors (TIMP) partly regulates the myocardial extracellular matrix homeostasis. The commenters suggested that the description of the MMP/TIMP ratio would provide additional information about degradation and modulation of collagen synthesis.i,ii. This could be inferred from our previous analysis where patients with Metabolic Syndrome (MS) had higher levels of MMP9 compared to healthy controls, despite similar levels of TIMP1.iii We primarily opted to show these biomarkers individually providing a more comprehensive description of the scenario, considering the individual response and interplay between these biomarkers.
Performing the suggested analysis, the MMP9/TIMP1 ratio was higher in MS compared to controls (2.4 ± 1.1 in MS vs. 1.5± 0.6 in control group, p < 0.001), reflecting the original findings. Additionally, in multivariate analysis, higher MMP9/ TIMP1 remained associated with MS (p = 0.006), independently of the remaining relevant covariates. The higher MMP9/TIMP1 ratio reinforces the concept that an increased turnover of collagen is associated with MS even in this young population. Whether changes in MMP9 individually or in MMP9/TIMP1 ratio have prognostic value in MS remains to be determined.
